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Abstract
Offshore wind turbines founded on monopiles are highly dynamic structures in which the stiffness of the soil adjacent to

the monopile controls the natural frequency of the structure. As the loading regime and ground conditions surrounding the

foundation are subject to considerable uncertainty, adaptable digital twins of the offshore structures are valuable as they

allow the use of in-field monitoring data for model updating. As soil conditions and water depths are rarely uniform across

a wind farm site, each structure is expected to behave differently. To back-analyse structural performance, geotechnical

and structural data needs to be retrieved at every foundation location. A serverless cloud-based application was developed

to allow quick and reliable storage and retrieval of geotechnical and structural data. The database was combined with an

API layer to allow parametric data retrieval for back-analyses and digital twin updating across an entire wind farm. As the

web application is hosted in the cloud, the data can be accessed through simple HTTP requests by authenticated users

working offshore, in the office or remote. The performance of this solution is illustrated with a case study in which

foundation stiffness across an entire wind farm site is parametrically calculated and updated.
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1 Introduction

Offshore wind turbines are widely used in Western Europe

to produce renewable energy. Monopile foundations have

been the preferred foundation option due to their simplicity

and relative ease of fabrication. In 2019, 4258 monopiles

had been installed, making up 81% of all installed offshore

wind turbine foundations [28]. Because offshore wind

turbines are tall and slender structures, a large bending

moment needs to be absorbed by lateral soil reactions. In

contrast to other geotechnical engineering problems, the

ultimate capacity (ULS) of the foundation is not the gov-

erning limit state [22, 23]. Dynamic excitations due to wind

and waves lead to accumulation of fatigue damage in the

structural steel of the foundation. The natural frequency of

the structure governs the period and magnitude of these

cycles and the stiffness of the soil next to the monopile is a

determining factor for this natural frequency.

Devriendt et al. [10] present monitoring data for off-

shore wind structures with monopile foundations and the

monitored values showed a underestimation of the natural

frequency between 5 and 15%. This observation is in line

with mismatches reported by Kallehave et al. [16]. To

ensure more accurate modelling of the natural frequency, a

back-analysis of lateral monopile response across an entire

wind farm site is required. This allows new design methods

to be calibrated to field measurements and sensitivities of

the natural frequency to load level and seabed level

changes to be checked. Weijtjens et al. [27] demonstrate

that the natural frequency of the foundation can change

over time and these changes need to be explained.

Performing back-analysis of pile response across an

entire wind farm site requires a large amount of data to be
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integrated and parametric geotechnical workflows to be

created on the basis of this data. This work presents the

development of a database and associated cloud-based

Application Programming Interface (API) layer for storage

and retrieval of geotechnical data and pile dimensions. The

advantages of working with a semi-structured database are

illustrated for the CPT data which is used as the primary

input for soil parameter selection. A case study on the

application of the database and API to farm-wide back-

analysis of foundation stiffness at the mudline level is

presented.

2 Geotechnical database requirements

2.1 Relational databases

Relational Database Management Systems (RDBMS) are

widely used for storage of data and modelling of the

relations between entities. It forms the basis of the Struc-

tured Query Language (SQL) [17] which is a language

used for database operation. SQL statements allow data to

be retrieved, created, updated or deleted.

Several initiatives have been taken on a national level to

develop relational databases for geotechnical data man-

agement [18, 24, 26]. These databases are managed by

local authorities and have well-defined workflows for col-

lecting new data. The spatial extent of the data is often

limited to the jurisdiction of the local authority. Because

the write access to these databases is restricted, it was not

possible to use them for this work. However, the relations

modelled in these databases were taken into account for the

development of the database used in this study.

PostgreSQL [25] was used as the RDBMS for this study.

It is an open-source object-relational database which sup-

ports many data types and can be extended with geospatial

functionality as described in Sect. 2.3. It has built-in fea-

tures for data integrity and security and is widely used

across a range of applications.

2.2 Unstructured data

Unstructured databases (NoSQL) which do not model the

relationship between entities have become increasingly

popular for big data applications due to their increased

efficiency [15].

However, while large amounts of geotechnical data may

exist when compiling data over several projects, the data

volume is still limited compared to social media data [3] or

applications where data is continuously monitored [7].

Moreover, the structure of the data is generally well

defined, although the format of the data itself may differ.

Modelling relations between entities is therefore still

meaningful but efficiency gains can be found by modelling

part of the data as unstructured data.

For example, modelling the relations of an individual

CPT test to a geographical location, site survey and con-

struction project is meaningful. But each measurement

point of the CPT (a test depth value, which usually cor-

responds to the cone rod length, with corresponding values

of cone tip resistance qc, sleeve friction fs and pore pressure

u2) does not necessarily need to be modelled as a separate

entity. Doing so would greatly increase the number of rows

in the corresponding database table. Instead, JSON (Java-

Script Object Notation) fields [20] can be used to model the

CPT data in an unstructured manner. The measurements for

the entire CPT trace are converted into JSON format and

written to a corresponding data field in the database

(Fig. 1).

The advantage of this approach is that database fields do

not need to be known during creation of the database.

Several cone types exist which have different outputs (e.g.

inclination measurements). Such fields can easily be added

to the JSON data without having to update the database

structure. For example, when inclination measurements are

available, deviations between the true vertical depth and

the measured cone rod length due to cone rod inclination

can be identified and corrected for. Including inclination

data in the JSON can therefore be useful. The disadvantage

of JSON fields is that there is a potential difference in the

JSON structure which is stored. Preprocessing of the data

should be performed to ensure that the same data standards

are enforced (e.g. consistent use of z [m] and qc [MPa] as

labels for the depth and cone resistance data, respectively).

Equally, data from standardised data transfer formats such

as AGS [4] or DIGGS [5] can easily be converted to JSON.

PostgreSQL implements these JSON fields and therefore

allows the advantages of unstructured data modelling to be

combined with explicit modelling of the important rela-

tions between entities.

2.3 Geospatial data

PostGIS [19] is an extension to the PostgreSQL relational

database which adds geospatial functionality to the data-

base. Geographic information such as foundation locations

(Point fields), project areas (Polygon fields), cable and

pipeline trajectories (Linestring fields), ... can be captured.

Geospatial queries can be executed (e.g. finding all bore-

hole locations in a 500 meter radius around a central point)

which are useful when geotechnical data is not available at

the exact location of the foundation.

PostGIS also implements different coordinate systems

which makes the database more robust when projects are

spread over large geographical distances. The relevant
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projection can be chosen during data entry and PostGIS

performs the coordinate transformations automatically.

Using PostGIS allows for a direct import of the

geospatial data stored in the PostgreSQL database into a

Geographical Information System (GIS) [29]. Alterna-

tively, an Application Programming Interface (API) can be

created to retrieve data from the database in GeoJSON

format [8]. The advantages of an API over direct database

access are discussed in Sect. 4.

2.4 Interpreted geotechnical data

Raw geotechnical test data is almost always supplemented

with an interpretation. In most cases, a layering is estab-

lished based on the available geotechnical data as a mini-

mum. In addition to the layering, geotechnical parameters

are often selected for geotechnical design. These design

parameters can be selected based on site-specific data, but

if such data is not available, data from boreholes further

away may be taken into account. Capturing which data

sources are used for the selection of the layering and

geotechnical parameter profiles is a requirement for the

database.

Moreover, multiple soil profiles can be defined for a

single foundation location. A common use case is a sen-

sitivity study where a lower bound, best estimate and upper

bound soil profile are specified.

3 Owimetadatabase: a semi-structured
database for geotechnical and structural
data

Based on the requirements in Sect. 2, a PostgreSQL data-

base with PostGIS extension was set up. The Django web

framework [12] was used to model the relations between

Fig. 1 CPT data storage in RDBSM and semi-structured database
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the different entities. A modular approach was followed for

the modelling of the database in which three modules were

discerned. The data models related to the location of

foundations and soil tests are discussed in Sect. 3.1,

geotechnical data models are described in Sect. 3.2 and the

structural properties of the foundations are included in

Sect. 3.3. The modular application architecture allows for

new modules with their own entity relations (e.g. fatigue

details, secondary structures, ...) to be added. The database

is called owimetadatabase, since it contains metadata on all

foundations being monitored by OWI-Lab.

3.1 Location data

The data model for the locations is shown in Fig. 2 as an

UML (Unified Modelling Language) entity relation dia-

gram. As most construction works are organised on a

project basis, the Project is the primary entity. A Project is

described by a title, description and a project area. The

project area is defined as a multiple polygons as a project

can can composed of several sub-areas. Project-level per-

missions are organised by defining a many-to-many (M2M)

relation between Projects and Permission Groups. A Per-

mission Group is a collection of users having certain per-

missions and access to a project can be restricted by adding

only those groups which are allowed to see the project data.

Because it is not possible to foresee all data that might need

to be captured when creating the data, a JSON field for

additional data is used to capture any other data the user

may want to capture. Each data model also has fields to log

the date and time of creation and last update and the user

that have created and last updated the entries. These fields

are not shown in the figure.

Because foundation locations and site investigation

locations share many common properties, a base model

(Location) has been created which describes the general

aspects of a location. A Location is uniquely linked to a

Project using a foreign key (FK) relation. The diagram

shows that a Project can have several Location instances,

whereas each Location only belongs to one Project

instance. A Location is defined by a title, a description and

its geographical position (a Point field describing the lati-

tude and longitude). The elevation is also included. For

offshore foundations, this is the water depth relative to

Lowest Astronomical Tide (LAT).

Foundation locations are modelled in the AssetLocation

table. AssetLocation has a foreign key to Location. Each

AssetLocation corresponds to a single Location but a

Location can either be an AssetLocation or a geotechnical

TestLocation (Sect. 3.2).

3.2 Geotechnical data

The entity relation diagram for geotechnical site investi-

gation data is shown in Fig. 3. Geotechnical data is gath-

ered during a Survey Campaign on a given Project. Using a

foreign key relation, multiple survey campaigns can be

performed on a project. Each survey has a start and end

date. Surveys can consists of several Test Locations. Each

Test Location instance is related to one Location instance.

At a Test Location, multiple sources of geotechnical data

can exist.

In-situ Test instances can be CPTs, SPTs, pressuremeter

tests, ... These in-situ tests are characterised by their In-situ

Test Type. The start and end depth for the in-situ test are

recorded as well as the date of the test. The in-situ test

conditions, raw test data and processed test data are

recorded in JSON fields. As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, these

JSON fields offer flexibility in terms of the format in which

the test data is provided and stored. Using this architecture,

data from several contractors and equipment types can be

handled in the same general framework.

At a Test Location, Geotechnical sample instances can

exist which are defined by the top and bottom depth of the

sample. A Sample Type needs to be selected (e.g. push

sample, hammer sample, ...). Certain samples also have

Fig. 2 Data modelling for locations
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associated data (e.g. SPT samples with the number of SPT

blows) which can be stored in a JSON field. Sample tests

(laboratory tests) can be performed on a Geotechnical

sample . For a Sample test, the depth of the tests as well as

the Sample Test Type is recorded. Test conditions, raw test

data and processed test data are again stored as JSON

fields.

In some cases, especially when processing data from

historical surveys, modelling each sample separately may

not be desirable for simple lab tests. Batch lab tests are lab

tests which are performed in bulk on samples from a single

Fig. 3 Data modelling for geotechnical site investigation data
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borehole. For example, water content tests are often per-

formed on-site and are reported per borehole. The Batch

lab Test data model allows such data to be captured effi-

ciently with data from multiple tests being combined in the

test conditions, raw data and processed data fields.

The entity relation diagram for soil profiles containing

interpretations of geotechnical data is shown in Fig. 4. A

Soil Profile instance is related to a Location through a

foreign key relation. Note that a Soil Profile instance can

both be connected to an Asset Location and a geotechnical

Test location. This reflects the reality where geotechnical

investigation data is not always available at the exact

foundation location. Each Location can have multiple Soil

Profile instances, which caters for the case where multiple

design scenarios (e.g. lower bound, best estimate and upper

bound) need to be checked.

Each Soil Profile instance is based on a selection of In-

situ Tests, Sample Tests and Batch Lab Tests. Many-to-

many relations allow the user to specify which tests were

used for the derivation of the Soil Profile. To allow use of

the database for onshore applications, a field for the

phreatic water level was included.

Each Soil Profile instance is composed of one or more

Soil Layer instances. These layers have a top and bottom

depth and a Soil Unit is selected for each layer. For each

Soil Unit, the dominant Soil Type is selected (e.g. sand,

Fig. 4 Data modelling for geotechnical soil profiles
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clay, silt, ...). Soil Units have a foreign key relation to a

Project to allow unit-specific data to be retrieved for a

Project.

Given the importance of the unit weight for vertical

stress calculations, the total unit weight can be specified for

each layer. Since it is not possible to know a-priori which

soil parameters are required for which application, the soil

parameters can be added as a JSON field. In this field, the

value of the soil parameters in the specified layer is

defined. The soil parameters stored in a Soil Layer can be

used in further design calculations.

3.3 Structural data

The dimensions of the foundations can vary across a pro-

ject and in some cases, pile diameters and wall thicknesses

vary with depth. Moreover, foundation dimensions may

change as projects transition from the Front End Engi-

neering Design (FEED) stage to detailed design and finally

fabrication stage. The entity relation diagram for the

foundations shown in Fig. 5 captures these aspects for the

foundation data model. Each Project can have multiple

Model Definitions (FEED, Detailed design, as-built) with

corresponding Foundation instances. Moreover, an Asset

Location can have multiple Foundation instances (e.g.

jacket piles) which have an x- and y-offset from the central

position. The vertical position of the foundation and its

reference (e.g. LAT) are also defined as fields of the

Foundation data model. Each Foundation is of a given

Foundation Type (foreign key relation) which can be a

monopile, jacket foundation, suction bucket, ...

owimetadatabase is focused on tubular piles but could

be extended to other foudation types in the future. A

tubular pile is made up of several Tubular Section instan-

ces. These are effectively the cans of a pile foundation.

Each of these Tubular Sections has a top and bottom

diameter which can be different, so that conical transitions

can be modelled. A wall thickness is assigned to each

Tubular Section as well as a Material. The Material (e.g.

steel) is defined using its density and elastic properties

(Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio).

Combining the data models for location data, geotech-

nical data and structural data allows for farm-wide loca-

tion-specific foundation response analysis.

4 REST API for owimetadatabase

While the requirements for the database structure are clear,

making data available for end users requires the deploy-

ment of the database to a (cloud-based) server. Commercial

geotechnical database applications mainly make use of

project-specific, file-based databases which have limits in

terms of security and availability. Deploying a geotechni-

cal data management system as a cloud-based application

can overcome these limitations while offering superior data

accessibility. This section describes the cloud-based

architecture of owimetadatabase.

4.1 Application architecture

The database solution and associated web application are

deployed in the Amazon Cloud (AWS). In contrast with a

conventional web application which has a (virtual) server

continuously listening for incoming requests, a serverless

architecture was adopted [6]. In a serverless application,

the code for the web application is hosted on a cloud

platform and the owner of the project is not responsible for

server maintenance. A cached copy of the code is activated

when a request comes in. In AWS, such a serverless

application is called a Lambda function. Other cloud

platforms offer similar functionality (cloud functions on

Google Cloud and Azure functions on Microsoft Azure).

The Lambda function does not store any data, so all

application-specific data needs to be persistently stored in a

database to allow it to be retrieved.

The application architecture is shown in Fig. 6. All

cloud functionality is contained in a Virtual Private Cloud

(VPC) which ensures that the database and code are

securely shielded off from the outside. Access to the

Lambda foundation is governed by an API Gateway, which

routes the request from the user to the Lambda function.

The Lambda function is then allowed to exchange data

with the PostgreSQL database (as they are both in the

VPC). Note that database access from outside the VPC is

impossible, making this a secure solution for data storage.

Since the Lambda function is a cached copy of the code,

it can be invoked many times, so sudden bursts of activity

do not require larger servers to be deployed. Moreover, in

periods with no activity (when users are not interacting

with the database), there are no costs associated with the

Lambda function. Since owimetadatabase is an application

with sudden peaks in traffic and calm periods in between,

the serverless application architecture is a cost-effective

solution with low maintenance requirements.

4.2 Data security

In Sect. 4.1, the security features of the application itself

are highlighted (Lambda function and database running in

a VPC). However, additional permissions need to be

enforced on the data itself. Different users have different

permissions depending on their roles. Writing access to the

database is restricted to database administrators who are

responsible for the quality of the data included in the

database. They ensure that all new records going into the
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database have been quality checked and confirm to the

expected standards, especially when JSON fields are

involved.

The majority of users only have read access and they are

only given access to specific projects. Owimetadatabase

hosts proprietary data from offshore wind farm developers

which needs to be protected from unallowed access. When

a user sends a request, the project-level permissions are

checked and if the user has no access to the specified

project, no data is returned.

Access rights on the level of data models is also

enforced. For example, users who only need factual

geotechnical data are not given access to soil profiles and

foundation dimensions. Vice-versa, users only interested in

the structural properties of the foundations are not given

access to the geotechnical data.

4.3 Parametric data using a REST API

REST stands for Representational state transfer (REST)

and is a software architectural style that allows data rep-

resentations to be transferred through an Application Pro-

gramming Interface (API) [11]. REST APIs allows

authenticated users to retrieve data from the database in a

standardised format. Figure 6 shows that users are not

allowed to connect directly to the database. Direct con-

nections to a database should always be avoided as this

carries significant risks for the integrity of the data con-

tained in the database. The web application contained in

the Lambda function checks the access rights of the user

and defines a REST API which allows users to paramet-

rically retrieve data.

In the web application of owimetadatbase, the API for

the data is defined. By sending requests to specific URLs

(endpoints), the user can retrieve the desired data. URL

Fig. 5 Data modelling for structural foundation data
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parameters can be specified to filter the data to only the

desired subsets (e.g. only Sample Tests data from Bender

Elements tests).

An UML sequence diagram for data retrieval through

the API is shown in Fig. 7. The data flow can be illustrated

for the case of a user requesting the location of foundations

for a specific project (Project X).

The workflow is initiated by a the user sending an HTTP

GET request to a specific URL (/locations/asset-

locations?project=Project X). The API defines

the assetlocations endpoint allowing users to

retrieve a list of assetlocations. One URL parameter

project is defined, containing the title of the project for

which data is requested. The request passes through the

API Gateway shown in Fig. 6 and reaches the web appli-

cation contained in the Lambda function. The permissions

of the user are first checked. If the user is a registered user

and has access to Project X the workflow continues,

otherwise, the user gets a message that access was denied.

The web application then creates the appropriate SQL

query for retrieving all location data from Project X from

the database and sends this query to the database. The

database responds with a queryset containing the requested

data. The data returned from the database is not yet in

JSON format. The web application contains the necessary

functionality to serialise the data into JSON format before

it is returned to the end user. Finally, the user receives the

JSON data as an HTTP response and continues using it in a

geotechnical and/or structural analysis workflow.

The definition of an API layer for interacting the data-

base allows security to be enforced while providing a

standardised and parametric interface for users. Note that a

light-weight dashboard website was also developed within

the web application to allow users to interactively search

and visualise data in the browser.

5 Parametric workflow for foundation
stiffness of offshore wind turbine
monopiles

The data retrieval described in Sect. 4 was applied to the

problem of deriving a stiffness matrix for the foundation

response analysis of offshore wind turbine monopiles [2].

The monopile lateral displacement and rotation at the

seabed level can be related to the applied shear force and

bending moment through a pile stiffness matrix at the

mudline (Eq. 1).

F

M

� �
¼

KL KLR

KLR KR

� �
�

u

h

� �
ð1Þ

The pile stiffness matrix at the mudline can be derived

from 1D nonlinear beam-column response analysis. Igoe

et al. [13] describe the required 1D response analyses to

calculate the components of the stiffness matrix consisting

of the following analyses:

Fig. 6 owimetadatabase application architecture
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• A response analysis with applied lateral force F and

restricted pile head rotation h to derive the lateral

stiffness coefficient (KL ¼ F=u);

• A response analysis for calculating to moment M that

leads to zero rotation h for a given pile head displace-

ment u. This defines the off-diagonal term

(KLR ¼ �Mh¼0=u);

• A response analysis with zero pile head deflection u and

an applied bending moment M. The rotational stiffness

coefficient can be derived from the observed pile head

rotation (KR ¼ M=h).

Since the 1D response analysis is nonlinear, the magnitude

of the stiffness coefficients depends on the applied load

level. Typical production load levels were used for the

analysis of the stiffness coefficients.

5.1 Geotechnical data

A farm-wide analysis of the stiffness coefficients was

undertaken for a North Sea offshore wind farm with water

depths ranging from 21m to 38m. A cross-profile through

the windfarm site is shown in Fig. 8. This cross-profile was

Fig. 7 Sequence diagram for data retrieval from owimetadatabase
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generated using API calls to the /insitutestprofile/

and /soilprofileprofile endpoints. To the define the

profile line, the coordinates of the two points defining the

profile line need to be defined. The width of a search band

around the profile line is also defined as a parameter to also

consider test locations which are not perfectly located on

the profile line. The API call for in-situ test retrieval is then

made using user-specified values for \latitude1[,

\longitude1[, \latitude2[, \longitude2[
and\offset[.

/ i n s i t u t e s t p r o f i l e ? l a t 1=<l a t i tude1>&lon1=<l ong i tude1>&
la t 2=<l a t i tude2>&lon2=<l ong i tude2>&o f f s e t=<o f f s e t>

The API call returns a listing of the in-situ tests along a

profile. To limit the size of the data transferred, only the

metadata is returned. To obtain detailed tests results (full

CPT data in this case), a call to the /insitutestde-

tail/ endpoint needs to be made for each of the in-situ

tests returned. Since we know the primary key (pk) of each

of the tests along the cross-profile, this primary key can be

specified as the URL parameter. We can loop over all test

locations along the cross-profile to retrieve the detailed

CPT data as JSON.

for i n s i t u t e s t in i n s i t u t e s t s a l o n g p r o f i l e :
/ i n s i t u t e s t d e t a i l ?pk=<primary key o f i n s i t u t e s t>

A similar workflow is followed for soil profiles and all

data is processed in Python to obtain the chart shown in

Fig. 8.

The soil profiles consist of holocene and pleistocene

sand of varying thickness (between 1 and 24m) overlying a

thick layer of stiff overconsolidated clay. The stiff clay

layer dips towards the right-hand side of the profile and

increases in thickness. Below the stiff clay layer, an

interbedded sand/clay layer of limited thickness is found

overlying a layer of very dense sand with cone resistance

[70MPa.

In Fig. 8, cone tip resistance is scaled and is overlaid on

the cross-profile to show the locations and depths with

highest cone resistance. The low cone resistance in the clay

layers and higher cone resistance in the sand layers is clear

from the figure.

64 CPT tests were available in the owimetadatabase for

the offshore wind farm and these were combined with

available laboratory testing and CPT-based correlations to

establish best estimate soil parameter profiles at each

foundation location. These best estimate soil profiles were

uploaded to the database for further use in the workflow.

The required soil parameters for sand and clay for the API

[1] and PISA [9] methods were selected. For the API

methods, these are the relative density class (assessed from

CPT according to [14]) and soil type for sand and the

undrained shear strength and the shear strain at half of the

maximum deviatoric stress in a UU test (�50) for clay. For

PISA, the small-strain shear modulus Gmax was the most

import parameter to assess. This parameter was assesed

based on in-situ S-PCPT tests, bender element tests and

correlations with CPT results [21]. All test results were

available in owimetadatabase.

Fig. 8 Cross-profile through the offshore wind farm showing sand (yellow), clay (brown) and sand/clay (orange). Cone tip resistance is overlaid

on the soil profiles (black lines)
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5.2 Structural data

Each monopile geometry for the offshore wind farm was

encoded in the database. All monopiles have an outer

diameter of 5m with varying wall thickness. The greatest

wall thicknesses are observed in the section where the

highest bending moments are expected. Pile penetrations

range from 28m to 36m. 19 monopile geometries are

shown in Fig. 9 with their positioning relative to the water

level and the mudline level. The individual sections are

visible. A conical section is noted approximately halfway

along the water depth. The deepest pile penetrations appear

to be correlated with the deepest water depths.

5.3 Pile stiffness matrix at the mudline

The workflow for the derivation of the pile stiffness matrix

at the mudline is shown in Fig. 10. For each foundation

location, a best estimate soil profile was first created by

retrieving CPT, laboratory test data and S-PCPT data from

the database. After checking, the interpreted soil profiles

were uploaded back to the database. Next, these profile

with soil parameters and the pile dimensions were retrieved

from owimetadatabase using HTTP requests to the appro-

priate API endpoint.

Soil and pile parameters were interpolated to a 1D grid

and used to calculate nonlinear response curves according

to the API and PISA methods. Finally, the stiffness matrix

coefficients were derived from 1D nonlinear response

analysis with shear forces and bending moments for pro-

duction loading applied at the mudline level.

Fig. 9 Example monopile geometries with their water depth and embedment

Fig. 10 Workflow for the derivation of pile stiffness matrix at the

mudline
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6 Results and discussion

The results of the farm-wide analysis calculation of stiff-

ness coefficients based on owimetadatabase data are dis-

played against water depth in Fig. 11. The comparison to

thickness of the surface sand layer is shown in Fig. 12.

Each point represents a single foundation location.

It is immediately clear that the results confirm the

conservative bias in the assessement of pile stiffness

[10, 16] by the API method. The PISA methodology,

established for more accurate assessment of pile-soil

interaction stiffness, leads to higher values of the lateral

and rotational stiffness terms. The lower off-diagonal term

for the PISA method demonstrates less coupling between

the lateral and rotational response. The results show a

significant amount of scatter which is due to the natural

variability of the soil and the variation in water depth.

However, two trend are notable from the figures. First, a

correlation of the lateral stiffness coefficient KL with the

thickness of the surface sand can be identified. Indeed, a

greater surface sand thickness will lead to higher stiffness.

As expected, the increase in lateral stiffness with increasing

sand thickness reaches a plateau at a depth of approxi-

mately 2.5 times the monopile diameter. Around this depth,

the bending moment is sufficiently absorbed by soil resis-

tance in order not to lead to significant differences in the

soil resistance mobilisation in the layers below. This sug-

gests that the piles in the thicker sand layers are

overdimensioned.

Another exception is the rotational stiffness KR for the

PISA methodology which displays a relatively tight clus-

tering with water depth. The rotational stiffness shows an

increasing trend with water depth. There is one outlier in

terms of water depth (at approximately 21m water depth)

which consequently also has the lowest rotational stiffness.

In general, the greatest thicknesses of surface sands are also

found for the lowest water depths (due to sand waves in the

wind farm area), but the variation of rotational stiffness

with surface sand thickness shows much more scatter.

Rather, the pile dimensions show that the deepest foun-

dations were designed for the deepest water depths and this

is believed to be a more important factor in the clustering

for KR obtained with the PISA method.

Fig. 11 Stiffness coefficients vs water depth for the entire wind farm

Fig. 12 Stiffness coefficients vs surface sand thickness for the entire wind farm
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7 Conclusions and recommendations

The development of a geospatial semi-structured database

for geotechnical and structural data of offshore wind

foundations is demonstrated. Performing location-specific,

farm-wide analysis of foundation response is only possible

using a repository with reliable and accessible data. The

benefits of using cloud-based solutions with a semi-struc-

tured database and associated web application for manag-

ing access to the data are highlighted. The standardised

data models combined with the Application Programming

Interface (API) allow access to the data by HTTP requests

for authorised users.

Making data available through these standardised

interfaces allows the development of parametric workflows

for foundation response analysis. Both during foundation

design and during the operational lifetime of the founda-

tions, location-specific analysis allows the identification of

locations with problematic soil conditions or inadequate

foundation dimensions. Through the use of unstructured

data fields (JSON fields), geotechnical test results from a

wide variety of in-situ and laboratory tests can be included.

An example of farm-wide analysis of foundation stiff-

ness at the mudline is used to illustrate the capabilities of

the database. These results can be used further for an

assessment of the natural frequencies of offshore wind

monopile foundations. Because the workflow is fully

parametric, sensitivity studies on the input parameters to

the foundation response analyses can easily be performed.

8 API demo

The owimetadatabase API can be used on request under a

Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareA-

like 4.0 International License. A user guide for getting

started with using the API is available on GitHub (https://

github.com/OWI-Lab/owimetadatabase_demo).

Open Access This article is licensed under a Creative Commons

Attribution 4.0 International License, which permits use, sharing,

adaptation, distribution and reproduction in any medium or format, as

long as you give appropriate credit to the original author(s) and the

source, provide a link to the Creative Commons licence, and indicate

if changes were made. The images or other third party material in this

article are included in the article’s Creative Commons licence, unless

indicated otherwise in a credit line to the material. If material is not

included in the article’s Creative Commons licence and your intended

use is not permitted by statutory regulation or exceeds the permitted

use, you will need to obtain permission directly from the copyright

holder. To view a copy of this licence, visit http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by/4.0/.
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